Liste des postes de lecteur

ALLEMAGNE

Université de Leipzig (LEIPZIG) (European and Global Studies) L
Friedrich-Schiller-Universität (IENA) L

ROYAUME-UNI
St. Anne’s College + Margaret Hall (OXFORD)
Wadham College + St Catherine’s College (OXFORD)
Magdalen College / Keble College (OXFORD) L
Clare College (CAMBRIDGE) L
Jesus College (CAMBRIDGE) L
Pembroke College (CAMBRIDGE) L
Peterhouse + King’s College (CAMBRIDGE) L
St Catharine’s College + Robinson College (CAMBRIDGE) L
Trinity Hall (CAMBRIDGE) L
University of Kent (CANTERBURY) L
Université de Bristol (BRISTOL) L
Université d’Édimbourg (EDIMBOURG) L

HONGRIE
Collège Eötvös (BUDAPEST) LS

ITALIE
Collegio Ghisleri + Université de Pavie (PAVIE) L

IRLANDE
Trinity College (DUBLIN) L

RUSSIE
MGU (MOSCOU) L

TURQUIE
Université Galatasaray (ISTANBUL) LS

ETATS-UNIS
Smith College (VALLEE UNIVERSITAIRE NORTHAMPTON) L
Amherst College (AMHERST) L
Harvard University (BOSTON/CAMBRIDGE) L
Boston College (CHESNUT HILL) L
Yale University (NEW HAVEN) L
Columbia University (NEW YORK) L
Rutgers University (NEW BRUNSWICK) L
Johns Hopkins University (BALTIMORE) L
University of Virginia (CHARLOTTESVILLE) L
Duke University (DURHAM) L
University of Chicago (CHICAGO) L
Northwestern University (EVANSTON) L
University of Washington (SEATTLE) L
Stanford University (PALO ALTO) L
University of California (BERKELEY) L
University of California Los Angeles (LOS ANGELES) L

CANADA
Université McGill (MONTREAL) L
Université de Toronto (TORONTO) L

CHINE
Université de Pékin/Beida (PEKIN) LS
Université Normale de Chine de l'Est / ECNU (SHANGHAI) LS